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Star-forming galaxies (SFGs) have been established as an important source population in the
extra-galactic 𝛾-ray background (EGB). Their intensive star-formation creates an abundance of
environments able to accelerate particles, and these build-up a rich sea of cosmic rays (CRs).
Above GeV energies, CR protons can undergo hadronic interactions with their environment to
produce 𝛾-rays. SFGs can operate as CR proton "calorimeters", where a large fraction of the
CR energy is converted to 𝛾-rays. However, CRs also deposit energy and momentum to modify
the thermal and hydrodynamic conditions of the gas in SFGs, and can become a powerful driver
of outflows. Such outflows are ubiquitous among some types of SFGs, and have the potential
to severely degrade their CR proton calorimetry. This diminishes their contribution to the EGB.
In this work, we adopt a self-consistent treatment of particle transport in outflows from SFGs to
assess their calorimetry. We use 1D numerical treatments of galactic outflows driven by CRs and
thermal gas pressure, accounting for the dynamical effects and interactions of CRs. We show the
impact CR-driven flows have on the relative contribution of SFG populations to the EGB, and
investigate the properties of SFGs that contribute most strongly.
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1. Introduction

Cosmic rays (CRs) are an important ingredient in the galaxy evolution recipe. They modify the ther-
mal and hydrodynamical properties of the interstellar and circum-galactic media of galaxies [e.g. 1],
and produce photonic and non-photonic signatures. Astrophysical environments rich in interacting
CRs emit 𝛾-rays. Star-forming galaxies (SFGs) are an example of this, and several nearby SFGs
have been resolved in 𝛾-rays with Fermi-LAT [2]. CRs in SFGs are likely accelerated through
diffusive shock acceleration processes in sources like supernovae (SNe), SN remnants, and young
massive stellar clusters.

The accumulated unresolved emission of 𝛾-rays from SFG populations has been considered
to make a non-negligible contribution to the extra-galactic 𝛾-ray background (EGB), possibly
exceeding several tens of percent between 1-100 GeV [3–7]. Besides SFGs, other sources such
as Seyferts and blazars also contribute to the EGB [e.g. 8], with many such sources having been
resolved. However, the exact balance of source types forming the remaining unresolved EGB is
yet to be firmly established. New data will soon be obtained with upcoming instruments like the
Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA). It is therefore important to develop models to assess the possible
contributions from a range of source populations. This will ensure data can be properly interpreted,
and appropriate tools are developed to efficiently extract meaningful information about the origins
of the EGB. As a potentially dominant EGB source populations [e.g. 5], SFGs are particularly
worthy of consideration.

In previous work, the contribution of SFGs to the EGB was modeled using a prototype
approach [see, e.g. 5, 7, 9]. Key parameters (e.g. star-formation rate, stellar mass, injected CR
spectral index) were used to specify the 𝛾-ray emission of galaxies, with some studies also taking
into account intervening dependencies on effective galaxy size, molecular gas density and dust
properties [see 3, 4]. In many of these previous models, a tuning parameter was applied uniformly
to represent the confinement and calorimetry of CRs. Setting this value below unity would represent
the fractional loss of CRs from a galaxy by advection and/or diffusive leaking before they undergo
a hadronic interaction. However, some galaxies can approach a calorimetric limit where CRs are
almost entirely absorbed before escaping [10]. This leads to a very high fraction a galaxy’s CR
luminosity being converted to 𝛾-rays. In this study, we invoke a prototype treatment that self-
consistently accounts for CR calorimetry to model the SFG contribution to the EGB. This is an
extension of previous work [Ref. 4], where earlier fixed assumptions about CR escape in galactic
outflows have now been relaxed.

2. Prototype model

Our calculations follow the methodology introduced in [3, 4]. We refer the reader to these earlier
works for a detailed description of our computational implementation, galaxy population models,
and our treatment of CR propagation and interactions. In SFGs, 𝛾-rays are produced by two
channels: (1) energetic hadronic CRs interacting by proton-proton (pp) pion-production processes
with interstellar gas, and (2) leptonic inverse-Compton processes from high energy CR electrons
interacting with ambient radiation fields (primarily the interstellar radiation field of the host galaxy,
and the cosmological microwave background). Our model includes both these contributions. The
density of interstellar gas is estimated from the galaxy’s mass and star-formation rate, while the
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Parameter Value Definition
Γ −2.1 CR proton spectral index
𝛾★p 10 PeV/𝑚p𝑐

2 Maximum CR proton energy
𝐷 3.0 × 1028 cm2 s−1 CR diffusion coefficient
𝑟sb 300 pc Size for the starburst region of a SFG
𝑓𝑡 0.1 Turbulent to magnetic energy transfer efficiency
𝛼 0.05 Fraction of stars that produce a core-collapse SN event

𝑀SN 50M⊙ Upper mass of stars able to produce a SN event
𝐸SN 1053 erg Total energy of a core-collapse SN
Y 0.1 CR acceleration efficiency in SN remnants
𝑓a 0.01 SN kinetic energy available after losses to neutrinos
^e 0.034 Fraction of total CR energy supplied to primary electrons
𝑓abs 0.26 Fraction of ionising stellar photons absorbed by H
𝛽 0.6 Average dust absorption efficiency of non-ionising photons
[ 0.5 Fraction of infra-red emission from diffuse ISM gas
𝑇★ 30, 000K Temperature of the stellar radiation field
𝑛cl 10 cm−3 Density of cold entrained clumps in outflows [11](𝑎)

𝑓c 0.1 Volume filling fraction of cold clumps in outflow [12](𝑏)

Table 1: A list of fixed physical parameters adopted in our prototype galaxy model. Other model parameters
are allowed to vary.
Notes: (𝑎) The adopted value is the upper end of the range indicated by Ref. [11] to provide a maximum EGB estimate.
(𝑏) This was adopted by Ref. [12] as the clumping factor for H𝛼 emitting gas, not the dense clumps. However, in the
absence of any physical constraint on this parameter, we consider that it is not any more or less physically meaningful
to assume a similar volume fraction of dense clumps to H𝛼 stripped filaments as an indicative choice compared to other
values. Detailed simulation work and charge exchange observations will allow for much improved constraints in future.

radiation field is specified by the galaxy’s redshift, star-formation rate, interstellar dust composition,
and the average temperature of its starlight. Table 1 summarizes the fixed model parameters, while
other aspects of SFG populations are derived from outputs of cosmological simulations of galaxy
formation (see Ref. [3] for a complete description). In this section, we describe the aspects of our
model that differ from our previous work.

2.1 Galaxy outflow model

The combined effects of thermal and CR pressure arising from the confluence of feedback from
the concentrated star-formation in a SFG can drive a large-scale galactic outflow. This transfers
energy, matter, magnetic fields and CRs from the interior of a galaxy to its halo, and reduces the
calorimetric capability of a galaxy to CRs. Galactic outflows can be modeled as a 2-fluid system,
comprised of a thermal gas and non-thermal CR fluid. The thermal fluid may be multi-phase,
however we do not consider the dynamical effects of an entrained dense phase. In this prescription,
the hydrodynamical (HD) equations for thermal gas component are written as:

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ · (𝜌𝒗) = 𝑞 , (1)

𝜕𝜌𝒗

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ · (𝜌𝒗𝒗) = 𝜌𝒈 − ∇𝑃tot , (2)

𝜕𝑒g

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ·

[ (
𝑒g + 𝑃g

)
𝒗
]
= 𝑄 − 𝐶 + 𝜌𝒗 · 𝒈 + I , (3)
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and the energy equation for the CR fluid is written as:

𝜕𝑒c
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇ · [(𝑒c + 𝑃c) 𝒗c] = ∇ · [𝐷∇𝑒c] − I − 𝑓c𝑛cl𝑐𝜎pp𝑒c +𝑄c . (4)

Here, it is assumed that (1) CRs diffuse isotropically at a rate set by the diffusion coefficient 𝐷,
(2) that the magnetic field acts only as a coupling mechanism between the CR and thermal fluid,
and (3) that CRs are not affected by the gravitational potential of their host galaxy.1 The term
𝑓c𝑛cl𝑐𝜎pp𝑒c accounts for hadronic losses of CRs in the dense entrained phase of the outflow, where
𝑐 is the speed of light, 𝜎pp is the pp interaction cross section, 𝑛cl = 10 cm−3 is the gas number
density in the entrained clouds (estimated from the range found by Ref. [11]), and 𝑓c = 0.1 is the
volume filling factor of the dense clouds in the entrained flow (this is the same as Ref. [12]). In the
above system of equations, the total pressure is 𝑃tot = 𝑃g + 𝑃c + 𝐵2/8𝜋, where 𝑃g = (𝛾g − 1)𝑒g,
and 𝑃c = (𝛾c − 1)𝑒c are the thermal gas and CR pressure, respectively. 𝑒g = 0.5𝜌𝑣2 + 𝑒th, is the
energy density of the thermal gas, 𝑒c is the energy density of the CRs, 𝜌 is gas density, 𝒗 is gas
velocity, and 𝒗c = 𝒗 + 𝒗A is the CR velocity, being the sum of the entraining gas velocity and the
local Alfvén speed (corresponding to the effective large-scale CR streaming speed), and 𝐶 is the
radiative cooling rate of the thermal gas. I = −(𝒗 + 𝒗A) · ∇𝑃c +Cc𝑒c is the energy transfer rate from
the CRs to the thermal component of the wind [see 13]. 𝒈 is the external (gravitational) force term.
The gravitational force is provided by the dark matter halo of the galaxy, which takes the form of
a Navarro-Frenk-White profile, where the total halo mass is obtained from the stellar mass by the
fitted function provided by Ref. [14]. This is valid for stellar masses below 109 M⊙, or halo masses
below 1012 M⊙, which covers the range in which the CR calorimetry fraction is found to be below
unity. Galaxies with larger masses than this cannot typically launch an outflow by the mechanisms
discussed in this work.

The source terms are given by 𝑞(𝑧) = 3 ¤𝑀S(𝑟)/𝜋𝑟sb
3, 𝑄(𝑧) = 3 ¤𝐸S(𝑟)/𝜋𝑟sb

3 and 𝑄c(𝑧) =

3 ¤𝐸cS(𝑟)/𝜋𝑟sb
3 for mass, energy and CR energy respectively, where S(𝑟) = [1 −H(|𝑟 − 𝑟sb |)]. ¤𝑀

is the total mass injection rate, and ¤𝐸 and ¤𝐸c are respectively the energy injection rates into the
thermal gas and CR fluid across the entire starburst region. H(· · · ) is the Heaviside step function,
and 𝑟sb = 300 pc. The mass injection rate, ¤𝑀 , and the total energy injection rate, ¤𝐸tot = ¤𝐸 + ¤𝐸c + 𝐿0,
are parametrised by the star formation rate RSF, and are given by ¤𝑀 = 0.26 RSF M⊙ yr−1 ,

where 0.26 is the estimated fraction of mass lost to stellar winds and supernovae (computed using
Starburst992, with solar metallicity [15]), and ¤𝐸tot = 7 × 1041 (

RSF/M⊙ yr−1) erg s−1 [15],
with values scaled from M82. 90 per cent of the total injected energy is radiated away [15]. The
remainder is therefore available to drive an outflow. Following the fiducial choices of [16], we
take the CR and thermal powers to be equal, i.e. ¤𝐸 = 𝛼 ¤𝐸tot, ¤𝐸c = 𝛼c ¤𝐸tot, and 𝐿0 = 𝛼L ¤𝐸tot, where
𝛼 = 0.05, 𝛼c = 0.05, and 𝛼L = 0.9.

2.2 Outflow structure and evolution, and cosmic ray calorimetry
We use FLASH [17]3, a Eulerian grid code, to solve equations 1 to 4. We pre-compute outflow
solutions across a parameter grid, varying galaxy star-formation rate and mass. For some parameter

1We consider this is reasonable, as their energy will not be significantly affected by work done to move out of the
gravitational potential of the galaxy.

2https://www.stsci.edu/science/starburst99/

3https://flash.rochester.edu/site/
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Figure 1: Outflows evolve to a steady or unsteady state after their initial eruption from the starburst region.
The starburst episode driving the outflow is considered to persist for 10s of Myr. The flow evolution and
profile is affected by the properties of the host galaxy, modifying the distribution and escape of CRs. The
left panel shows a more intensively star-forming galaxy in a weaker gravitational potential. Compared to the
right panel, the flow evolves faster and reaches a steady state more quickly.

Figure 2: Calorimetric fraction for CRs in
a galaxy subject to a starburst-driven outflow.
The strongest parameter dependency was found
to be on the total galaxy (halo) mass. The out-
flow was set to have a CR-driving fraction of
50 per cent as a fiducial choice, with the re-
maining driving power contributed by thermal
gas pressure.
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RSF = 0.1 M� yr�1

Too massive for 
outflow to form

Mass too low for 
sustained flow

choices, a steady state solution is achieved shortly after an initial outflow eruption phase, generally
within a few Myr (see Fig. 1). Conversely, certain parameter combinations do not yield a stationary
outflow solution. In these cases, we computed the distribution of CRs in the outflow over a period
of 100 Myr after the eruption phase. This allowed us to gauge the long-term, time-averaged CR
distribution for the non-steady flow.

To determine CR calorimetry in our prototype model, we compared the CR energy density at
the starburst radius, 𝑟sb, with that at the centre of the system. We considered that the fractional
reduction serves as an appropriate measure of the decreased CR calorimetry in a galaxy brought
about by the effects of advection in a galactic outflow. The effective calorimetric fraction of a
galaxy in our model configuration was most strongly affected by total galaxy halo mass (see Fig. 2),
with star-formation rate having a less significant effect. In our calculations, we allow for variation
of both of these parameters by interpolating over the pre-computed grid of calorimetric fractions.
Corresponding 𝛾-ray luminosities of SFGs were then be adjusted to account for calorimetry in the
presence of galactic outflows when modeling the SFG contribution to the EGB.
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Figure 3: Total contribution from SFGs to the isotropic EGB, between 0.1 and 50 GeV. The result from
this work is given by line 1, which is in agreement with constraints from the contribution of resolved and
unresolved blazars (grey band, denoting the three models of Ref. [18]) and the observed EGB with 50 months
of Fermi-LAT data [19], determined using their foreground model A. Comparison is made with four recent
works; Ref. [5] (line 2), Ref. [7] (line 3), and Ref. [6] (line 4).

3. Results

Following the same method as Ref. [3], we integrate the contribution of populations of SFGs over
redshift, from a maximum distance of 𝑧max = 3. It was shown by Ref. [4] that the contribution
of SFGs to the EGB from distances greater than this is negligible. The resulting EGB spectrum
between 0.1 and 50 GeV was computed at 𝑧 = 0, and is shown in Fig. 3, in comparison with previous
studies and constraints obtained from resolved Fermi-LAT sources. Fig. 4 breaks down the total
EGB contribution from SFGs according to galaxy mass. This demonstrates that low mass galaxies
dominate the SFG contribution, even though they are most capable of sustaining a stable outflow
and experience poor CR calorimetry. We find the emission from this class of SFGs also can be
attributed to a relatively small number of particularly intensive starbursts. A large majority of the
SFG contribution to the EGB is therefore produced by a relatively small number of extreme galaxies
in our model.

4. Conclusions and discussion

We considered the SFG contribution to the EGB using a prototype modeling approach, with
particular focus on CR calorimetry, accounting for CR escape from galaxies by diffusion and
advection. Compared to previous studies [in particular, 3, 4], this work introduced a more self-
consistent treatment of the effects brought about by galactic outflows on CR transport. While the
assumptions underlying this new model are arguably as arbitrary as assuming a constant CR escape
fraction (as in [4]), our new approach provides a clearer framework for building more thorough and
self-consistent EGB models. It also highlights areas where improved theoretical understanding is
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Figure 4: Left: Intensity contributions to the EGB from mass mass-separated SFGs over redshift, normalised
to the total EGB intensity from all SFGs at 1 GeV. The majority of the emission originates from low mass
galaxies, 𝑀★ = 107 − 108 M⊙ , reaching a peak at around 𝑧 ∼ 2.5. Right: Same as the left panel, but
normalized to the SFG 𝛾-ray intensity in each mass band.

necessary to enhance the reliability of future EGB model advancements, specifically regarding the
phase configuration of galactic outflows.

Our study demonstrates that a significant portion of the EGB can be attributed to unresolved
populations of SFGs. The majority of this emission originates from low-mass galaxies that exhibit
vibrant star-forming activities, occurring just prior to the cosmic ‘high noon’. These galaxies are
relatively rare. This indicates that further consideration is needed to establish how effectively
statistical methods can differentiate between contributions from various source populations in the
EGB (e.g. SFGs compared to Seyferts and blazars), as the relative dominance of the Poisson term
(shot noise) in the EGB angular power spectra due to different source populations may be less
distinct than typically assumed.
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